Gregory, Mattie E. - 2 years at the University of Kentucky - 2 years to 2½ years to go, depending on the amount of credit that can be allowed for the courses in journalism - no exemptions.

Hall, Marguerite W. - 1 year at Bryn Mawr - no estimate of credits because she plans to return to Bryn Mawr after a half a year.

Hall, Virginia - 1 year at Radcliffe College and 1 summer session at Johns Hopkins University - 3 years of 32 points each to go - excused from completing her work in English 2 at entrance in view of her grade in Freshman English at Radcliffe - no exemptions.

Hanson, Virginia - 2 years at Drake University - 2 years at the University of Wisconsin - probably 2½ to 3 years to go, depending on science credits, because most of her work at Drake was in music and in voice - to count college work back on entrance for 1 language unit - to recommend to the Committee on Admissions that the requirement in Mathematics 111 (quadratics) at entrance be waived - exempt from Mathematics A.

Hawkins, Fanny - 1 summer session at the University of Missouri - 1 year at St. Joseph Junior College - 1 year at Maryville State Teachers College - probably a year and a half to go - to count college work in Spanish back for 3 language units - no exemptions.

Hillyer, Sarah - 3 years at Moravian College - no definite credits for a year - probably a year and a half to go - to take Philosophy 61-62 in place of Philosophy A and 6 points of classics.

Hurston, Zora - 10 terms at Howard University - probably 2 years to go - to count college work in Spanish back for 3 language units - to recommend to the Committee on Admissions that she be given 1 elective unit for general science.

Hussey, Mary Louise - 2 years at Centenary College of Louisiana - no definite credits for a year - probably at least 2 years to go - exempt from Mathematics Al.

Joyce, Eleanor - question of entrance credits in intermediate algebra to be verified.